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CASE STUDY:

LARGE-SCALE RESIDENTIAL
INSTALLATION #1
Residential storage solutions for an avid gun
enthusiast with an extensive firearm collection.

[ 1.0 ] PROJECT OVERVIEW
An American weapon collector contacted us looking to expand his current Dasco
weapon storage solution. He was familiar with our storage system and components
and required more for his growing personal armoury. The client worked with our
storage specialist and identified the weapon components he was most impressed
with, placed the order and had it shipped out without issue.

[ 2.0 ] THE STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
Our client was looking to expand his existing system – our Expandable
Weapon Rack – in his safe room. He required space for 12 more long guns
and some additional storage for handguns and other compact weapons. His
collection boasts a variety of weapons – big and small, old and new – so he
required a system that’s compatible with all kinds of firearms.

“I love the EWR system! It’s simply the best and most efficient way to store guns and
accessories that I’ve found. In addition, it’s easily modifiable and expandable to meet
the needs of a changing collection. It’s also quite robust and stable. I’ve never had any
system collapses or failure, despite considerable weight applied to the system.”
- Robert

[ 3.0 ] DASCO’S STORAGE SOLUTION
We worked closely with this client to develop the best system for his expansion. The
final solution was 2 single-sided Expandable Weapon Racks. To keep consistent with
his storage system, we configured a system that was 40 inches wide by 69 inches
tall. To achieve the height, we used a 34-inch tall panel with three 12-inch extension
panels, plus the required posts.
To store his weapons on the rack, we suggested seismic barrel saddles to keep long
guns secure to the wall. For his handguns, we supplied 6-Capacity Handgun Pacs with
Magazine Storage. And, because it’s a personal collection he wanted to showcase, we
recommended more horizontal weapon mounts.
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